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Abstract— Discriminant analysis is a multivariate technique to classify the observations into the known groups and one or more new 
observations are classified into one of the known groups based on the discriminant function. Classical discriminant analysis, also known as 
Fisher discriminant analysis, assumes that the data from each group have homogeneous variance-covariance matrices. If the data does 
not meet the assumption, we can use Vertex Discriminant Analysis (VDA) or Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) to perform discriminant 
analysis. In this paper, we compare the performance of both methods in classifying "data". In classifying students based “Grade Point 
Achievent (GPA)”, the data that we was use are final scores of subject in first semester and scores of psikotest. With the training data 
about 70%, the results show that 71.7% of the data was correctly classified using VDA and 37.7% of the data was correctly classified using 
KDA. For testing data, VDA have 43.5% data was correctly and KDA have 52.2% data was correctly, so VDA is better than KDA for 
validations and KDA is better than VDA for predictions in this case. 

Index Terms— classifying students, kernel discriminant, national crypto institute, vertex discriminant 
 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

iscriminant analysis is a multivariate technique in which 
the objective is to separate observations in a particular 
group and classify new observations into previously de-

fined groups based on the discriminant function [3]. Discrimi-
nant analysis was introduced by Ronald A. Fisher in 1936, 
known as the Fisher discriminant analysis. The analysis re-
quires data assuming that they have the same a variance-
covariance matrices group. If the assumption is met, it will 
generate the best discriminant function that is the function 
that gives the minimum misclassified opportunity and vice 
versa. 

As the science developed, discriminant analysis method is 
also growing, such as quadratic discriminant analysis, canoni-
cal discriminant analysis, kernel discriminant analysis, and 
vertex discriminant analysis. Other factors such as data distri-
bution and variance-covariance matrices need to be consi-
dered in the selection of analytical methods to solve the prob-
lem of data classifying. 

National Crypto Institute (NCI) is an official school whose 
students are garrisoned. Learning process at NCI is using the 
package system and applying the drop-out system. The use of 
the drop-out system lead to student achievement requires to 
be monitored. Student achievement consistency in learning 
activities can be seen from their Grade Point Achievent (GPA) 
value. Richardson et al. [2] states that the psychological aspect 

has a correlation to learning achievement. Therefore, classifica-
tion of the best students in the 4th semester based on GPA in 
the 2nd and 3rd semester using academic scores and the scores 
of psychological tests is conducted in this research. By doing 
this classification, student’s ability in the learning process can 
be seen; the student’s potential can be detected so that if there 
are deviations can be repaired immediately. The accuracy and 
the exactness of the classification can be verified using discri-
minant analysis with a group of outstanding students as a re-
sponse variable (Y) and the final score of nine subjects at the 
1st half and the score of psychological tests (X). Discriminant 
analysis used in this research is the Vertex Discriminant Anal-
ysis (VDA) and Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA). The goal 
of this research is to compare the accuracy of VDA method 
classification and KDA classification. 

2   RESEARCH METHOD 
2.1 Data 
The data used in this research is the empirical data in the form 
of NCI students 2nd level Year 2015/2016; consisting of the 
final score of the subjects in the first semester and the scores of 
psychological tests as explanatory variables X to measure the 
level of achievement (response variable Y). There were 21 ex-
planatory variables used which was described in table 1. 
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2.2 Methods of Data Analysis 
The stages of data analysis in this research are as follow: 
1. Define response variable Y 

Make a group of outstanding students based on the av-
erage GPA 2nd semester and 3rd. 

2. Descriptive Analysis 
Descriptive analysis was performed to explore the gen-
eral description of data patten that aimed to get the ap-
propriate next analysis.   

3. Box’s M Test 
Box’s M Test was performed to know the type variance-
covariance matrices that were used. 

4. Split the data into two, namely 70% of the training data 
and testing data is 30%. 

5. Perform VDA analysis methods. 
VDA method discriminant function establishment of 
training data is carry out in stages as follows: [1] 
a. Determining initial iteration m = 0 where A(0)=0 and 

b(0)=0. 
b. Defining yj = υj and determine the node value as a 

group indicator of  each group by the following equa-
tion: 

      υj = � (k − 1)−
1
21   jika j = 1

c1 + dej−1 jika 2 ≤ j ≤ k
�  ,   c =−  1+√k

(k−1)
3
2
, d = � k

k−1
, 

ej−1 is the vector standard unit with value 1 when all j 
and value  0 for the other in  

c. Majorize the regularized loss function in equation: 
R(A, b) ≤ 1

n
∑ wi‖ri − si‖2 + λ∑ �aj�

2k−1
j=1

nj
i=1 + d  with ith 

current residual ri
(m) = yi − A(m)zi − b(m)and d is a 

constant that depends on the remnant riat iteration m. 
d. Minimize the surrogate function and determine A(m+1) 

dan b(m+1) by solving k-1 set of linear equations with k 
are the number of groups. 

e. If �A(m+1) − A(m)� < γ dan �R(A(m+1), b(m+1)) −
R(Am,bm)<γ both hold for γ=10−4 then stop; 
otherwise repeat steps 3 through 5. 

f. Discriminant function is formed with parameters ob-
tained and classification of observations i-this carried 
by the formula: 
 y� = argminj=1,..,k�vj(i) − A�zj(i) − b��. 

g. Evaluate the precision and accuracy of classification. 
 

6. Perform KDA analysis methods  
Stages in the KDA method on training data use a normal 
distribution (based on event of explanatory variable), i.e: 
a. Determine the value of the kernel constant,  

𝐴𝐴�𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 � =  4
2𝑝𝑝+1

. 
b. Calculates optimum bandwidth of each group, 

ℎ = �
�𝐴𝐴�𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 ��

𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗
�

1
𝑝𝑝+4

 

c. Calculate the variance-covariance matrices (Sj) of each 
group, Sj

−1, �Sj� and prior probability of each group. 
d. Calculating the kernel density function estimation of 

each observation with the equation[4]: 

 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 (𝒙𝒙) = 1
𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗

1

(2𝜋𝜋)
𝑝𝑝
2ℎ𝑝𝑝 �𝑺𝑺𝒋𝒋�

1
2
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝∑ �−

(𝒙𝒙−𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊)𝒕𝒕𝑺𝑺j
−𝟏𝟏(𝒙𝒙−𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊)

2ℎ2 �𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖=1     

e. Calculate the posterior probability of each observa-

tion with Bayes rule: 𝑝𝑝��𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗 �𝒙𝒙� = 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 .𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 (𝒙𝒙)

∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 .𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 (𝒙𝒙)𝑘𝑘
𝑗𝑗=1

 

f. Classification of x observation into groups j,  
y� = argmaxj=1,..,k 𝑝𝑝��𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗 �𝒙𝒙� 

g. Perform data testing classification with the function 
established from the data training. 

h. Evaluate the precision and accuracy of classification. 
 

7. Comparing the results of the precision and accuracy of the 
classification of the two methods. 

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Descriptive Analysis 
In this research, students’ classification is using GPA and the 
division of discriminant group is using data distribution of the 
average GPA. The group division can be seen in Table 2. 

 
 
 

TABLE 1 
LIST OF VARIABLES  
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 Fig.1. D1i dan D2i plot value as well as the central point of the class 

indicator 

 

 

 
Table 3 illustrates that students in group 3 had the highest 

scores average in almost every variable except variable 
X5,X12, X13, X14, X17. Based on Wilk's Lambda Test results 
from Table 3, it is discovered that only 9 variables were signif-
icant (between variables have different average) i.e variables 
with p-value less than 0.05. Based on these results the next 
variable to be used only 9 variables, i.e.X1, X2, X3, X4, X6, X7, 
X8, X9, X10. 

3.2 Variance-covariance Matrices Test 
Examination of variance-covariance matrices homogeneous is 

using M Box’s test. The Box's test results shows that the p-
value = 0609. P-value is greater than α = 0:05 which show that 
the test results are significant. Thus the variance-covariance 
matrices between groups are alike (homogeneous). 

3.3 VDA Methods 
Before establishment discriminant functions, the data is 
splited into two; 53 students as training data (70%) and 23 
students as testing data (30%). 

The VDA method used is based on linear, because the data 
is not normally double spread, thus the data is transformed 
into the standard normal form (z). The results of the package 
VDA analysis issued coefficients which form discriminant 
function as follows: 
D1i= -0.008 - 0.031z1i + 0.031z2i - 0.098z3i - 0.011z4i - 

0.059z6i - 0.063z7i - 0.070z8i - 0.023z9i - 0.087z10i 
D2i= -0.085 - 0.072z1i - 0.001z2i + 0.038z3i + 0.021z4i - 

0.084z6i - 0.013z7i - 0.098z8i + 0.052z9i - 0.043z10i 
    The value of D1i and D2i is a coordinate in Euclidean 
spacewhich determines the classification of observation to-i. In 
this research, VDA using three vertex as the center point of 
groups indicator; group 1 (0.707; 0.707), group 2 (0259; -0966) 
and group 3 (-0966; 0259). If the observations have value D1i 
dan D2i which are both positive, such observations will tend 
to be classified into group 1. The smaller the coefficient value 
then the value D1i dan D2i will be smaller, and vice versa. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 illustrates the classification of observations from 

this research. Observations with a red symbol will tend to be 
classified into group 1, green symbol into group 2 and blue 
symbol into groups 3. The classification accuracy of the VDA 
method training data can be seen in Table 4. 

 

TABLE 3 
DESCRIPTION OF OUTSTANDING STUDENT’S DATA IN NCI 

FOR EACH VARIABLE IN EACH GROUP 

 

TABLE 4 
THE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF VDA 

 

 

TABLE 2 
DESCRIPTION OF GPA FOR EACH GROUP 
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3.4 KDA Methods 
The KDA method is non-parametric discriminant analysis that 
does not produce parameter as well as VDA method. Observa-
tions classificationare performed by Bayes' rule by taking ad-
vantage of posterior probability. The results of training data 
classification accuracy in KDA methods are presented in Table 
5. 

 

 
Based on Table 4 and Table 5, the observations of the train-

ing data are classified correctly by VDA method as much as 38 
observations (71.7%) and by KDA method as much as 20 ob-
servations (37.7%). 

3.5 The Evaluation of VDA and KDA Methods 
The evaluation of analysis method accuracy is performed by 
classifying  the testing data. As an illustration of the evalua-
tion process, the student with ID number 61 (ID 61) is used as 
the first observation of testing for both methods. 

VDA methods evaluation towards observation ID 61 with 
the discriminant function which is formed from the training 
data obtained value D1 = 0.1845  and D2 = 0.0588. Estimation 
classification of observations ID 61 presented in Table 6. 
 

Based on Table 6, observation 61 is classified into group 1 
because it has the closest distance to the center point of the 
group 1. The results of all testing data classification can be 
seen in Table 7. 

 
It can be seen from Table 7, the VDA method appropriately 

classifies the testing data as many as 10 observations (43.5%). 
The results of testing data classifications are worse than the 
training data. 

The evaluation for KDA methods against observations ID 
61. Classification illustration for observation ID 61 are pre-
sented in Table 8. The results of the overall classification of the 
testing data can be seen in Table 9. 

 
Based on Table 8, observations with ID 61 are classified in-

to group 1 for posterior odds of group 1 have the largest val-
ue. 

It can be seen from Table 9, the KDA method properly 
classify the testing data as much as 12 observations (52.2%). 
Based on the results of testing data classification, it can be con-
cluded that the KDA method provides better classification 
accuracy than VDA for the research. 

4 CONCLUSION 
Comparison of VDA and KDA methods on classification case 
studies of outstanding students 2nd level at NCI which data 
characteristics data is variance-covariance matrices of each 
group are homogeneous, yield the result that: 
1.  VDA method has the classification capability quite well 

with the percentage of classification accuracy of 71.7% for 
the training data and predictive capability of 43.5%. 

2.   KDA method has the ability classification with classifica-
tion accuracy percentage of 37.7% for the training data 
and predictive capability of 52.2%. 

It can be concluded that for the validation VDAmethodhas 
better capabilities while for the prediction KDA method has 
better capability in the case of the classification of the out-
standing student. 

TABLE 9 
THE TESTING DATA CLASSIFICATION WITH KDA METHOD 

 

 TABLE 6 
THE CENTER POINT OF THE GROUP, THE DISTANCE BETWEEN 

THE CENTER POINTS OF OBSERVATION GROUP 

 

 

TABLE 7 
THE TESTING DATA CLASSIFICATION WITH VDA METHOD 

 

 

TABLE 5 
THE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF KDA 

 

 

TABLE 8 
ESTIMATE VALUE OF KERNEL DENSITY FUNCTIONS, PRIOR 

PROBABILITY AND POSTERIOR PROBABILITY 
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